




Since founding Thompson Building 

Materials in Tustin, California in 1962, 

Ken Thompson has developed his once 

small business into one of the largest 

building materials distributors on the 

West Coast. Ken has accomplished 

this by providing the highest quality 

customer service, coupled with a 

genuine respect for each individual. 

 This honest way of working is how 

Thompson maintains strong business 

relationships. For our thin brick line, 

Thompson represents only the highest 

quality clay product manufacturers. The 

company hand picks brick manufacturers  

from all over the country and overseas, 

making sure that the products distributed 

are products Thompson can truly endorse. 

Partners Through Thick & Thin
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and the long-standing relationships with 

brands such as Boral, Belden, Summit, 

Mcnear and our international products 

are testament to this endorsement.  

in addition, representatives at Thompson 

work hard to showcase the integrity  

of each product, personally delivering 

samples and providing integral 

information to all customers. 



even though it’s not always thought of as 

“green,” thin brick is an environmentally 

sustainable product. Brick has a superior life 

cycle and can be recycled in any number of 

ways. But what makes brick unique is that 

it is made up of two of the most abundant 

materials in nature: clay and shale, which 

are products of the earth’s surface.

 The process is simple. once the clay 

and shale are mixed together they are 

cast in the shape of the desired brick form 

and fired in a kiln. after cooling, the brick is  

inspected for quality control and arranged 

for shipment or immediate use. Virtually all 

of the material that is harvested is used in 

the manufacturing, leaving almost no extra 

waste. This waste containment makes the 

environmental benefits of brick far superior 

to many other building materials.

 after the brick has been produced, 

Thompson takes each whole brick and  

begins the process of creating each thin 

brick. depending on the desired look, the 

brick can be kept as a clean cast or tumbled 

to produce the effect of rough, worn edges. 

From here, both faces(of the whole brick) 

are cut length-wise with a circular saw. The 

middle is recycled, and the result becomes 

two pieces of our thin brick product. 

The benefiTs
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The Real Dirt on Thin brick

So why thin brick? There are plenty of reasons. The thin brick market in 

the west has flourished because of a desire for new developments to  

differentiate themselves and adhere to specific building codes. The product 

is readily available for homeowners and skilled craftsmen alike, so thin brick  

veneer can be installed by virtually anyone comfortable with conventional 

brick installation. Thin brick offers better sound and fire resistance prop-

erties than other non-masonry sidings. it is compliant with light-weight  

cladding laws on buildings and homes, providing more options for urban 

planning and residential mixes. Thin brick is not only a valuable building 

material, it is also a safe, economical and environmentally-friendly product.





boral 
buckskin



misTy bay

mT. rushmore orleans

alamo

buckskin
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regency



orTega

laredo smiThsonian
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chaTeau 



boral 
smiThsonian



weracoba 2cambridge

mosswood
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Boral Thin Brick  measuremenTs

2.75"

7.625"
0.625"

2.75"

7.625" 2.75"

FLats THICKNESS MAY VARY THICKNESS MAY VARYcorners





mcnear 
cascada Tumbled



cascada sTandard cascada Tumbled

dorado sTandard dorado Tumbled

sanTiago sTandard sanTiago Tumbled
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McNear Thin Brick  measuremenTs

2.4375"

8.125"
0.625"

2.4375"

8.125" 3.875"

mcnear 
sanTiago Tumbled

FLats THICKNESS MAY VARY THICKNESS MAY VARYcorners

Standard Size Standard Size





belden
mojave blend
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mojave blend meadow blend

bridgeporT blend

princess blend

alamo

beechwood



Belden Thin Brick  measuremenTs
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belcresT 150 belcresT 360

belcresT 530 belcresT 730

2.75"

8" 3.625"
2.25"

7.625" 3.625"

2.75"

8" 0.625”

2.25"

7.625" 0.625"

FLats THICKNESS MAY VARY corners THICKNESS MAY VARY

Modular Size

Jumbo Size

Modular Size

Jumbo Size





summiT  
morocco



anaconda

empire gold knowlwood blend

morocco
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Summit Thin Brick  measuremenTs

2.25"

7.625"
0.625"

2.25"

7.625" 3.625"

FLats THICKNESS MAY VARY corners THICKNESS MAY VARY

Modular Size Modular Size



Speaking  a new language

For nearly a decade, owner Ken Thompson

and other Thompson representatives have 

journeyed to various regions of the world 

in pursuit of quality building materials. 

While traveling throughout italy, the coastal 

towns of australia and the Scandinavian 

communities of denmark, the Thompson 

team has discovered building products 

of great renown. Their most recent trip to 

italy included tours of historical landmarks, 

ancient ruins, monumental architecture and 

smaller Tuscan neighborhoods to gain a 

greater understanding of authentic old-world 

european brick; how it’s manufactured, 

what its distinct characteristics are and how 

it’s installed. Consequently, they discovered 

manufacturers who still make brick the way 

it was made decades ago.

 The Thompson team met with these 

manufacturers and witnessed unsurpassed 

quality and craftsmanship. a mutual 

relationship was arranged so that the highest 

quality brick could be imported directly to 

Thompson’s Southern California facility to 

be transformed into Thompson Thin Brick.

 For more informat ion on these 

international brick products please contact 

your Thompson Sales representative.
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Speaking  a new language

fornaci molino 
old Tuscany brick



gray Colored Grout

Standard gray grout color tends to be a cooler mixture. When 

combined with a warmer brick color subtle values of the brick 

are exposed as greater contrast is achieved. Matched with a 

cooler brick color, hues tend to be more subdued which creates  

a consistent overall value. 

iT’s all abouT grouT
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sTandard gray Colored Grout

gray Colored Grout

an alternate gray grout color can look warmer in value. placing a 

warm brick color in combination with a warmer gray grout tends to 

mute both colors creating an overall even value. alternatively, a cooler 

brick color will accentuate the cooler values of the brick.

warm gray Colored Grout

grout is more than just a mixture of  

water, cement and sand —it is an 

essential part of the appearance of brick, 

and especially thin brick. That means 

your grout choice needs to be a good 

complement in color, style and technique 

to your thin brick selection.

 There are many different styles of 

grouting that you can choose to change 

the overall look and feel of your project. 

grouting techniques are often referred 

to as “finishes” or (more commonly) 

as “joints,” such as a standard joint, 

which is a technique that creates a 

smooth, consistent depth from the face 

of the brick. Many other joint techniques 

— such as full or weep joint — give 

the installation unique personalities. 

Consult with a mason or other reference 

materials to explore the many finish 

techniques. in addition to these various 

grout techniques, the grout color choice 

will also be important in the overall 

appearance of your brick installation.



insTallaTon insTrucTions

With Thompson’s large inventory of brick, and brick manufacturers, the thin brick line isn’t just limited to what is presented in this  

brochure. Thompson can custom cut any brick in stock or any brick that the manufacturers produce. please contact your Thompson 

Sales representative for more information.

Thin brick:  made To order

after the selection of thin brick, grout technique and grout color, careful attention must be paid to the installation. in the illustrations below, 

three common installation techniques are shown for three different standard substrate surfaces. These illustrations are general so check 

with local building codes and specific product instructions for critical installation information.
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  Interior Surfaces

•	 Treated or painted surfaces must first be sandblasted to original surface

•	 Apply	thin-set	mortar	or	adhesive	to	Drywall/Cement	Board

•	 Apply	grout	and	thin	brick

  Direct Application to Masonry or Concrete Surfaces

•	 No	surface	preparation	is	necessary

•	 For	added	support,	use	a	metal	lath	and	scratch	coat

•	 Newly	poured	concrete	should	be	examined	for	form	oil	or	other	release	agents

•	 Treated	or	painted	surfaces	must	first	be	sandblasted	to	original	surface

  Metal or Wood Stud/Sheathing/Metal Lath/Mortar Method

•	 Cover	wall	surface	with	a	weather-resistive	barrier

•	 Install	diamond	mesh	expanded	metal	lath	or	woven	wire	mesh	to	stud	wall

•	 Attach	lath	using	galvanized	nails	penetrating	studs	at	least	1"

•	 Apply	1/2"	thick	scratch	coat	of	mortar	over	metal	lath	and	let	sit	for	48	hours

Thin Brick

Bonding Mortar

Masonry or  
Concrete Surface

Thin Brick

Thin-set Bonding Mortar

drywall/Cement Board

Thin Brick

Bonding Mortar

Scratch & Brown Coat

Metal lath

Moisture Membrane

Sheathing

Metal or Wood Stud



earlier in this brochure Thompson’s 

process on how thin brick is “thinned” was 

described. That process leaves excess 

brick that can be recycled. Since brick is 

such a versatile material the residual brick 

can be used in a number of ways.

 one way the excess brick is recycled 

is	 by	 utilizing	 smaller,	 broken	 pieces	 in	

landscaping. When the leftover brick is 

ready to be recycled it is often broken 

into small pieces. These smaller brick 

pieces are perfect for gardens and 

walkways, or around trees and plants. 

and since the brick is made of clay and 

shale, its “green” properties make it the 

perfect complement to any landscape.

 another landscaping option for excess 

brick is to recycle it into useful ground 

cover allowing brick particles to mix back 

into the natural environment. When brick 

is crushed small enough it can become 

a fine granular product and used instead 

of dirt or other ground cover. The crushed 

brick particles can be used for parks and 

trails, even baseball diamonds.

 This recycled ground cover and the 

crushed brick pieces are available at all 

Thompson’s locations. please contact 

your Thompson Sales representative for 

more information.
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Introducing a new form of brick








